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1. INTRODUCTION 
A theorem of Shirshov [ 111 states that each long enough word over a 
finite alphabet contains either a factor which is “n-divided” or a factor 
which is a pth power. 
Reutenauer [12] has given an elegant proof of this result using proper- 
ties of Lyndon’s words. It is remarkable that Shirshov’s theorem can be 
generalized and extended to right infinite words; this was shown by 
Varricchio [ 141. Inspired by the latter work and making use of the proper- 
ties of uniformly recurrent infinite words [3], we are able to provide a very 
simple and self-contained proof, which is also valid for two-sided infinite 
words (a case which does not seem to be easily tractable using Varricchio’s 
method). 
Blyth and Rhemtulla [l] and de Luca and Varricchio [2] have intro- 
duced the notion of right o-permutability of a semigroup. It has been 
shown in [2] that this property is weaker than permutability; a further 
complication of the method allows us to prove that the right, left, and two- 
sided o-permutabilities are distinct. On the other hand, the three properties 
of weak o-permutability are equivalent. 
The link between permutability and Shirshov’s theorem is Restivo and 
Reutenauer’s theorem [lo], stating that a finitely generated periodic and 
permutable semigroup is finite. This theorem has been extended in [2] to 
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the right w-permutability (or left, according to duality). We similarly 
extend it to the two-sided w-permutability. 
Finally, we consider how much certain preservation properties pertaining 
to permutability [S, 6) can be extended to the o-permutabilities, using an 
interesting property of finite partitions of the free semigroup, the 
cu-repetitivity, which is a corollary of Ramsey’s theorem in infinite version 
and was first noticed (and directly proved) by Schiitzenberger [4, 133. 
2. SHIRSHOV'S THEOREM 
We refer to [7] for the terminology concerning the free monoid A* and 
the free semigroup A + = A* - { 1 } generated by the alphabet A. We extend 
the notion of a word to infinite words: a right (resp. left, resp. two-sided) 
infinite word over A is a map t of N (resp. - N, resp. Z) into A. 
If t is a word (either finite or infinite), let t(i) be the letter of A occurring 
at “rank I”’ in t and let t(i,j), i <j, be the factor t(i) ... t(j) of t. By word 
and factor we will always mean a finite nonempty word, excepted where 
otherwise stated. If E is a set of words (either finite or infinite) we will 
denote by F(E) the set of the factors of the elements of E. If E= {m}, 
where m is a word (either finite or infinite), we will simply write F(m). 
The proof of the following lemma makes use of a construction whose 
well-known principle goes back to some lemmas of Kijnig and Rado. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a finite alphabet. If E c A + is infinite, there exists 
a two-sided infinite word b such that each factor of b is a factor of infinitely 
many elements of E. In particular, ifs is an infinite word over A, there exists 
a two-sided (and, a fortiori, right or left) infinite word b such that 
F(b) c F(s). 
Proof: For each u E E such that ) u 1 B 2 let r,, = [ 1 u l/2]. 
There are infinitely many U’S in E such that the same letter a,,, say, 
occurs at rank r, in U. Infinitely many of them satisfy 
u(ru, ru + 1) = aOal 
for some letter a,. In the same way there exist a letter a1 and infinitely 
many words u such that 
u(r,- 1, r,+ l)=a,a,a,. 
Going on like this, we construct the two-sided infinite word 
.‘.a4a2aoala3... 
in which.each factor is a factor of infinitely many words of E. 1 
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Let s be an infinite word and u E F(s). We will write 
In particular g(s, U) = cc ifs has arbitrarily long factors where u does not 
occur. 
DEFINITION. An infinite word t is uniformly recurrent if for each factor 
u of t one has g(t, u) < co. 
LEMMA 2. If s is an infinite word over a finite alphabet there exists a 
untfiorm1.v recurrent two-sided infinite word b such that F(b) c F(s). 
Proof Let ui, u2, . . . . be an arbitrary enumeration of the factors of s. We 
construct an infinite chain of infinite words in the following way. 
Let t,=s. 
For each i>l, if ui~F(tjel) and g(t,-,,u;)<co we let tj=tipl. In the 
opposite case, let E be the infinite set of the factors u of tip I such that 
ui$ F(v). We construct ti from the set E using Lemma 1. 
From this construction it turns out that if a word w  is factor of a certain 
t,andifw=u,withj>k, theng(t,,w)<g(t,-,,w)<co. 
Let us now choose, in each ti, i> 0, a factor ui having length i and let 
E be the infinite set of these factors. According to Lemma 1 there exists an 
infinite two-sided word b such that each factor of b is a factor of infinitely 
many words in E. 
Therefore, if w  = uk E F(b), we have w  E F(tj) for some j greater than k. 
Hence, by above, g(t,, w) < co. Finally, g(b, w) < co since F(b) c F(t,). 
Thus, b is uniformly recurrent. 1 
DEFINITIONS. A right (resp. left) or two-sided infinite word t is 
ultimately periodic on the right (resp. on the left) if there exist k > 0 and 
i, E Z such that for each i b i, (resp. for each i 9 iO) one has t(i + k) = t(i). 
An infinite word t is periodic if there exists k > 0 such that t(i + k) = t(i) 
for each i and i + k in the domain of t. 
It is obvious that if a uniformly recurrent word is ultimately periodic on 
one side it is periodic. 
LEMMA 3. Let t be a untformly recurrent two-sided infinite word and let 
w  E F(t). Zf t is not periodic there exist two different words, u and v, having 
the same length, such that wu, wv E F(t). 
Proof Let t(m, n) and t(m + k, n + k) be two different occurrences of w  
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in t. If the conclusion of the lemma were not satisfied we would have for 
each i>m 
t(m, i) = t(m + k, i + k), 
hence, in particular 
t(i) = t(i+ k). 
Therefore t would be periodic, which is a contradiction. 1 
From now on we will suppose that A + is endowed with a lexicographi- 
cal order and we will write u < r if u strictly precedes u according to this 
order. 
DEFINITION. The strong lexicographical relation, denoted <, is defined 
by U$U if and only if u=fx, u=gy withf,gEA+, x, YEA*, IfI =I gl, 
and f-cg. 
It is clear that 4 is transitive and that for each x, y E A * 
u + v implies xu < xv and ux << vy. 
LEMMA 4. Let t be a uniformly recurrent and nonperiodic two-sided 
infinite word. There exist infinitely many factors oft, say wi (in I!), such that 
Proof: We inductively define the wis by means of the recurrence 
hypothesis: 
H(i). The wis have been defined for -i < j < i and there exist 
x, yEF(t) such that x$wPi and wi%-y. 
As t is not periodic, there exist, by Lemma 3, two words u and v such 
that u $ u and yu, yu E F(t). Let wi+ i = yu and y’ = yu. We have 
WiS W*+l %y’. 
In the same way there exist two words e and f such that e Bf and 
xe,xfEF(t). Let w-,-,=xf and x’=xe. We have x’~w~~-i$W-~. 
Hypothesis H(i + 1) is therefore verified. We verify Hypothesis H(0) in a 
similar way. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let t be a uniformly recurrent and nonperiodic two-sided 
infinite word. Then there exists a factorization 
t= .  ..u~“...uo..‘u.... 
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such that 
ui+ U] 
if i<j. 
Proof: Let the wls be as in Lemma 4. There exist (possibly empty) 
words, fi, i E Z, such that t can be factorized as 
. ..M'~.f_,...WOfO...W"f".". 
Letting ui = wifi for i E B, we obtain the wanted factorization. 1 
Now let xr x2 . . . x, be a factorization of a word x and CJ be an element 
of the symmetric group C,, . We write x, for x,(, ) . . x0(,). Let us recall the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION. A word x is n-divided if it admits an n-divided x1 “.x,, 
factorization, i.e., a factorization such that for each OEZ’,-id we have 
x>x,. 
LEMMA 6. If x1 $x2 B . .. 9 x,, then x=x1x2 . . .x,, is an n-divided 
factorization. 
Proof. Let i be minimal such that o(i) # i. As a(i) > i we have .xOCij 4 xi, 
hence x, <.x. 1 
DEFINITION. A two-sided infinite word is o-divided if it admits a 
factorization . . . wiwi+ , . . such that, for each iE Z and for each n > 0, 
wiwi+,“‘w,+i-, is an n-divided factorization. 
The following generalization of Shirshov’s theorem obviously follows 
from Lemmas 2, 5, and 6. 
THEOREM 1. Ifs is an infinite word over a finite alphabet A and if A + is 
endowed with a lexicographical order, there exists a two-sided infinite word 
t such that F(t) c F(s) and t is periodic or o-divided. 
3. THE O-PERMUTABILITY 
Let x,, x2, . . . . x, (n > 2) be elements of a semigroup S. We say that the 
product x=x,x~...x, is permutable (resp. weakly permutable) if there 
exists GE C,,-id such that x,=x (resp. if there exist CJ, r E C,, Q # z, such 
that x, = xc). 
The semigroup S is said to be permutable (resp. weakly permutable) if 
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there exists n > 1 such that each product of n elements of S is permutable 
(weakly permutable). A weakly permutable semigroup (even if finitely 
generated) is not necessarily permutable [S, 8,9]. 
DEFINITION. The semigroup S is right (resp. left, resp. two-sided) 
o-permutable if in each word s over the alphabet S which is right (resp. 
left, resp. two-sided) infinite there exists a factor, say s(m) . ..s(n). which is 
permutable as a product in S. 
We define the weak properties in a similar way. 
Let P, PwR, PwL, and PoB denote the permutability and the three 
o-permutabilities and let P*, P*wR, P*wL and P*wB denote the 
corresponding weak properties. 
Theorem 1 allows one to establish (just with the same methods as those 
in [2, lo]) the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. A finitely generated periodic semigroup is two-sided 
co-permutable if and only if it is finite. 
This theorem is of some interest only if PoB is different from PwR. 
This is what we shall prove. 
Let A be the alphabet {a,; iE N } and, for ie N, let Ai be the set of the 
words ai, ah ... ai, such that iI = Inf {i,, i2, . . . . il} and il = i. 
Each word w  can be factorized in a unique way in the form 
with 
u1 E A,, . . . . u, E A, 
and 
j, >j2> ... >jn, 
Let E be the set of the words w, so factorized, such that 
We have F(E) = E. It is easy to see that the Rees quotient of A+ by the 
ideal A+ -E has PwR but does not have PoL. In fact each right infinite 
word over A has some left factors belonging to the ideal. On the other 
hand, none of the factors of the left infinite word 
“.a4a3a2 
belongs to the ideal. 
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Therefore PwR does not imply PoL (and vice versa). As each of them 
implies PcoB, the three properties are different. 
Remark. It is even possible to construct semigroups which have neither 
PwR nor PwL but have PoB. 
On the other hand P*oB, P*wR, and P*oL are equivalent. To see this, 
assume that S has P*wB and let d= sOslsz..., si E S, be a right infinite word 
over the alphabet S. 
The two-sided infinite word . ..s2s0s.s3 . . . contains a weakly per- 
mutable factor xi.. .si. Then d contains a weakly permutable factor .q, ... s, 
with II = Sup {i,j). On the other hand P* and P*w (a common notation 
for P*wB, P*wL, and P*wR) are different, as appears from the example 
given in [2] for P and PoR. 
The nonequivalence of P with PwR and the nonequivalence between 
PwR, PwL, and PwB, proved for non-finitely-generated semigroups, 
remain true in the case of finitely generated semigroups. It suffices for 
seeing that to code the countable alphabet {a,; ig N } by means of an 
alphabet X= {x, y}, letting xy’ correspond to ai, and to take care in the 
definition of the ideal. 
More precisely, let X, be the set of the words having the form 
xy” xy” . . . xvi 
with CI, /I, . . . . 2 B 0 and CI = Inf { cI, j3, . . . . A}. 
Each word of X+ can be uniquely factorized in the form 
y”u;, . . . Uil 
with n>O, t>O, Vi, EX,,, . . . . ui,~Xi,, and 
i, > i, > . . > i,. 
Let K be the set of the words, so factorized, such that 
il +2> Iui,li, . . . . i,+2> I~i,I.~ 
(where 1 w  1 x represents the number of occurrences of x in u>). 
We easily verify that F(K) = K and that the Rees quotient of Xf by the 
ideal X+ -K has PwR and does not have PwL. 
Remark. In the case of groups PwR, PoL and PoB are equivalent. 
Indeed, PwR is shown in [l] to be equivalent to P. By very slight altera- 
tions in the proof it appears that PwB is also equivalent to P. 
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For the end we now state four preservation theorems for PoR (and 
PoL, by duality) and P*o. 
The proofs are similar to those of the corresponding theorems for P and 
P*. In particular, instead of using the repetitivity of the finite partitions of 
the free semigroups (corollary of Ramsey’s theorem) [4], we use, in order 
to prove Theorems 3 and 4, the w-repetitivity of these same partitions [4, 
131, which is a corollary of Ramsey’s theorem in infinite version and which 
can be stated as follows: let a be a map from A + into a finite set; then each 
right infinite word over A can be factorized in the form w,, wi We..., where 
all the wi)s, i> 1, have the same image under a. 
THEOREM 3. Let a: S -+ F be a surjective morphism from a semigroup S 
onto a finite semigroup F. If f or each idempotent e of F, a-‘(e) has PwR 
(resp. P*o), then the same holds for S. 
THEOREM 4. Zf the semigroup S is the union of a finite number of sub- 
semigroups and tf each of them has PoR (resp. P*o), then the same holds 
for S. 
THEOREM 5. Let Z be a two-sided ideal of the semigroup S. Zf I and the 
Rees quotient S/I have PoR (resp. P*o), then the same holds for S. 
THEOREM 6. Let a: S + D be a morphism of semigroups such that for 
some positive integer m one has for each de D, Card(a-i(d)) cm. Zf D has 
P*w, then the same holds for S. 
Remark. We do not know whether Theorems 3, 4, and 5 remain true 
when one replaces PoR by PoB. 
In particular, as far as Theorems 3 and 4 are concerned, if they remain 
true, it is not possible to prove them by using an extension to the two-sided 
case of the w-repetitivity of the finite partitions, because such an extension 
is not possible, as the following example shows. 
Let A = {a, b} and G = (0, 1) be the additive group of the integers 
modulo 2 and u: A + + G be the morphism given by a(a)=0 and or(b)= 1. 
Then the two-sided infinite word 
. ..a... a& . . . a . . . 
cannot be factorized in the form 
. ..Wi-lWiWi+l”‘. 
where all the w;s have the same image under cc 
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Remark. A French version of this paper has appeared as the Technical 
Report LITP-Univ. Paris VII No. 22/89 (March 1989) under the title 
“Thkorkme de Shirshov et w-permutabilitt: des semi-groupes.” 
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